
Tensegrity

The human body is structured as a tensegrity system which supports itself in the field of gravity,
and which moves via a combination of pulleys and levers. This structural system is highly
adaptable in its organization with regard to the elasticity of it’s tensional components. Changes
in the elasticity of its tensional components create dramatic changes in the systems overall
functioning with regard to strength, flexibility, and durability. What causes structural change in
the human tensegral system is not strengthening or stretching, but rather changes in the
presence of consciousness within the fascial tissues, energy fields, and associated dimensions
of the psyche.

The tensional component of the human tensegral system is a form of connective tissue called
fascial tissue. Fascial tissue is what determines mobility, not muscle tissue. Unlike muscle
tissue, which lengthens and shortens according to the sliding filament theory, fascial tissue
shortens and lengthens according to the wavy pattern arrangement of it’s collagen fibers, which
produces elastic resistance. Fascial tissue has an elastic limit, which occurs when the wavy
pattern of collagen fibers straightens out due to unidirectional force. When fascial tissue reaches
its elastic limit, it provides tremendous resistance to further lengthening. Fascial tissue is
capable of withstanding up to 2,000 pounds of pressure per square inch. This resistance to
lengthening beyond its elastic limit is what makes fascial tissue the determinant of
musculoskeletal mobility.

Most people do not realize how much their physical body’s mobility is restricted, and how much
it’s restriction is affecting their life. It’s easy to dismiss immobility if one can walk, run, jump, or
hit a golf ball, or ride a bike. It’s easy to think that since one can do these things they are mobile
enough, and the health of their body is not being affected. They are wrong. Their joints are
taking a beating if their tensegral system is not functioning properly. If their body has lost
tensegral lift, for example, then their vertebrae are taking too much compressional load and will
eventually deteriorate, collapse, herniate, and/or result in nerve impingement. If their hips aren’t
able to rotate properly because of fascial restriction in the deep gluteal tissues, then their hip
joints will not move correctly and will result in the need for hip replacement surgery. Fascial
restriction is at the root of most joint problems.

In addition to physical health problems, fascial restriction is a huge determinant of physical
performance. The tensegrity system is extremely complex in its organization of levers and
pulleys. The leverage and power of the human body is a direct result of how this system is
functioning. Everyone knows that form affects performance. Experienced athletes know that
even subtle changes in form (wrist movement, foot position, etc.) create giant changes in
outcome. What not everyone knows is that their ability to actually do the optimal form is inhibited
by the fascial restriction in their body. They literally aren’t capable of moving in the optimal way,
but the limitation is often hidden from the layman’s awareness. One usually goes along thinking
that they are moving optimally.


